
Retail Stores in Dublin Eradicate Cash Shrinkage
Typical convenience stores in Ireland experience high cash usage. Hoping 
to eliminate cash shrinkage and improve checkout at its 13 stores in and 
around Dublin, Ireland, the Griffin Retail Group asked its POS systems 
provider for help. The provider, Galway-based Retail Solutions, reviewed a 
host of cash management solutions with the client, and one of them stood 
out – the SMARTtill® Cash Management Solution by APG Cash Drawer.

Enhanced Customer Service  
Through Productivity Savings
The owner of the six Grupo Compostelana restaurants has been running 
his successful business for many years but cash loss at the end of day was 
a concern as the till did not match the expected revenue. With multiple 
cashiers operating from a single Point of Sale (POS), it was impossible 
to identify the cause of the problem. The restaurant owner welcomed 
the SMARTtill® Solution, which ensured that his sales were protected, 
eliminating $30 of daily cash loss. 

From Counting Cash  
To Counting On Operational Excellence
The Costcutter store in Porthleven, UK, is a busy place, especially in the 
summer months when tourists flock to the seaside town. The staff were 
spending more than two hours daily counting money, calculating cash 
floats and topping up tills, which hurt productivity. With multiple cashiers 
using the same tills, it was difficult to hold anyone accountable for 
discrepancies. After installation, the SMARTtill® Solution allowed staff to be 
more efficient and improve customer service.

A Supermarket’s Recipe for Reducing Labor & Cash Loss
APG’s SMARTtill® Cash Management Solution helps retailers get better 
control of their cash handling by eliminating the need for manual cash 
counts and till checks throughout the day. In one case, a multinational 
grocery retailer was able to save an average of 30 minutes of staff time 
daily, per store after implementing the SMARTtill® Solution. The company, 
which operates thousands of stores in Europe and Asia, deployed 
SMARTtill® Intelligent Cash Drawers to simplify cash management and free 
up staff to better focus on customer service.
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ACHIEVE CASH MANAGEMENT SUCCESS 
 WITH THE SMARTtill® SOLUTION

Installation success stories within the hospitality, convenience, and grocery store industries.


